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INTRODUCTION 
The   idea of topological equivalence,   or homeomorphism, 
is   one  of the most basic   in any study of topology.     In this 
paper,   pairs  of spaces  imbedded in  the plane  are  compared 
to determine whether or not they are homeomorphic.     The 
decisions  are based on four main properties. 
In Chapter I,   homeomorphism is  defined and the  con- 
ditions  under which a property  is  said to be a topological 
property are given. 
Chapter II deals   with compactness,   the   first  of the 
four properties previously mentioned.     Examples   of compact 
and non-compact  spaces  are given and   then used to investi- 
gate   the  topological   equivalence of  some well-known  spaces. 
The  second of the four properties,   connectedness,   is 
defined and discussed in Chapter III.     It  is   shown that 
connectedness   is  a topological property,   and examples  of 
homeomorphic  and non-homeomorphic spaces   are given. 
The   third of the  four properties,   that of having a 
point of separation,   is presented in Chapter IV.     It is 
proved  that this   is   indeed a topological property,   and 
examples   of sets  with this property are   studied. 
In Chapter V,   an investigation of components   is made. 
It   is proved that there must be  a one-to-one  correspondence 
vi 
between the components of two homeomorphic spaces, and 
this theorem is used in determining topological equiva- 
lence in several examples. 
When not specifically stated, it will be understood 
that the set under consideration has the usual topology- 
inherited from the reals or from the plane, whichever is 
applicable.  Throughout the paper the symbol " ^" " will 
mean "is homeomorphic to."  The reader is referred to 
L1 ] for definitions and theorems not covered in this paper. 
vii 
CHAPTER  I 
ELEMENTS  OF TOPOLOGICAL  EQUIVALENCE 
Definition 1 :     Let   (X,   S)   and (Y,   T)   be topological 
spaces.     We  say   (X,   S)   is homeomorphic  to   (Y,   T),   written 
(X,   S)   <^j   (Y,   T),   provided there  is  a mapping 
f:      (X,   S)   ■>  (Y,   T) 
such that f is one-to-one, onto, and continuous, and f 
is continuous. 
Theorem 1:  The relation ^ is an equivalence relation. 
Proof:  Let (X, S), (Y, T), and (Z, R) be topological 
spaces.  We must show thai 
(1) (X, S) uo (X, S), 
(2) if (X, S) o (Y, T), then (Y, T) oo (X, S), and 
(3) if (X, S) ^ (Y, T) and (Y, T) o (Z, R), then 
(X, S) <^ (Z, R). 
(1 )  Let f be the identity map, that is, for all x e X, 
f(x) = x.  Then f is certainly one-to-one, onto, and 
continuous; and since f"1 is also the identity map, 
f"1 is continuous.  Hence, f is a homeomorphism and 
(X, S) ^> (X, S). 
(2)  Suppose (X, S) **> (Y, T) .  Then there is a mapping 
f:  (X, S) ■* (Y, T) such that f is one-to-one, onto, 
and continuous, and f"1 is continuous.  Consider the 
_1 
map f  :  (Y, T) - (X, S).  This mapping is one-to- 
one, onto, and continuous, and (f~1)~1 = f is 
continuous.  Therefore, (Y, T) <""> (X, S). 
(3)  Let f:  (X, S) - (Y, T) and g:  (Y, T) - (Z, R) be 
homeomorphisms.  Then each of f and g is one-to-one, 
-1     -1 onto, and continuous, and both f  and g  are con- 
tinuous.  Consider the mapping go f:  (X, S) ■♦ (Z, R). 
Suppose (gof)(x ) and (g"f)(xJ e Z such that 
(g •f)(x1 ) - (g» f)(x2) 
That is, 
Then 
g(f(x1)) - g(f(x2)) 
f(Xl) = f(x2) 
since g is one-to-one, and 
X1 = x2 
since f is one-to-one.  Therefore, (g°f) is one-to- 
one . 
Now let z e Z.  Then there is an element y e Y 
such that g(y) = z, since g is onto.  Since f is also 
onto, there is an element x e X such that f(x) = y. 
Then g(f(x)) = g(y)= z.  Thus, g • f is onto. 
Since both f and g are continuous, g of is con- 
tinuous.  Also, (gof)~1 = f"1° g"1 is continuous 
because both f"  and g  are. 
Therefore g • f is a homeomorphism, that is, 
(X,   S)   c^   (Z,   R). 
Hence   c-o   is   an equivalence relation. 
Definition 2:     A topoloprjcal property C   is  a property- 
such that  if   (X,   S)   and   (Y,   T)   are   topological spaces   and 
(X,   S)   fj   (Y,   T),   then  (X,   S)  has property C   if and only 
if   (Y,   T)  has  property C. 
CHAPTER  II 
COMPACTNESS 
Definition 3:     A topological   apace   (X,   T)   is   said to 
be   compact provided every open cover of X has  a finite 
subcover. 
Definition If:     Let   (X,   T)   be   a  topological space. 
A subset A of X is  said to be compact if   (A,   T.)   is 
c omp ac t. 
Theorem 2:     Compactness   is   a topological property. 
Proof:     Let   (X,   S)   and   (Y,   T)   be   topological   spaces 
with   (X,   S)   <^   (Y,   T),   and suppose   (X,   S)   is compact. 
Let  C* be   an open cover for Y.     Since f  is  continuous, 
f"1 (C)   is  open in X for each C   e  C».     Then [f~1(C)|C   e C*j 
is   an open cover for X.     This   cover has   a finite  subcover, 
say  f"1^),   f"1(C2),   .   .   •   f"
1(Cn).     Now f is one-to-one 
and onto,   so  f(f"1(Ci))   = C±,   (1   L  i  L n),   and thus   C,,   Cg, 
.    .    .   C     is   a cover for Y. 
n 
Therefore Y is   compact. 
The proof that   if  (Y,   T)   is  compact   then   (X,   S)   is 
also compact   is  entirely analogous.     Hence compactness   is 
a  topological property. 
Theorem 3:     The   closed unit  interval   [0,   1J  is  compact. 
Proof:   Let   (X,   T)  denote  the reals  with the usual 
topology and consider ([0, 1 ], TfQ .-,).    Let C# be any- 
open cover for [0, 1], 
Now let U = Jx |x e [0, 1] and jjO, x] can be covered 
by a finite number of elements of Q« f.  We know that U is 
not the empty set since x = 0 e U.  Let v = sup U.  Now 
suppose v / 1, so that [0, 1] cannot be covered by a finite 
number of elements of C-"-.  Since v e [0, 1 ], there is a 
roal number n ^ 0 such that v + n = 1.  Also, since v e 
[0, 1 ], there is an element V e C» such that v e V. V is 
open, so there is a real number e ^ 0 such that (v - e, 
v + e) c V.  Let X= min(n, e).  Then [v - j , v + j] c 
(v - e, v + e) c V. 
Claim:  v e U. 
Subproof:  Since v £ [0, 1], there is an element Cv £ 
C-::- such that v e C .  Now C  is open, so there is a real 
number k ^ 0 such that (v - k, v + k) c Cv» 
Suppose v - k \ x fcr all x e U.  Then v - k is an 
upper bound for U which is less than the least upper bound 
of U.  But this cannot happen.  It follows that there 
exists an x c U such that v - k L  x.  Then [0, v - k] c 
[0, x].  Now since x e U, there is a finite collection C 
of elements of C-"- such that [0, v - k] c [0, x] c C. 
Then [0, v] is covered by the finite collection C» U Cy. 
Therefore v e U. 
Now since v e U, there exist elements C,, C-, . . . 0 
in C-::- such that C., U C2 U . . . u Cn is a finite subcover 
for [0, v].  Then C  U C_ U . . . u C U V is a finite 1 <- n 
subcover  for   [0,   v  + \ ]   c   [0,   1].     So v  + |    e   U.     But 
this   contradicts the definition of v as   sup U. 
Therefore   it  cannot happen that v I  1 .     Hence  v ^  1 . 
Then   1   e   u,   so   [0,   1 j  can be covered by a finite number of 
elements  of C#.     Thus   ([0,   1 J,   T[Q    ^)   is   compact,   so 
the closed unit  interval  is  compact  as a subset   of the reals. 
Theorem i\.:     The  open unit  interval is   not compact. 
Proof:     Let   (X,   T)   denote  the reals with the usual 
topology,   and consider  (   (0,   '\ ),   T,_        .). 
1 1 
<(n-TT  '   n-TT  >    '   n  = 2'   3.   k,    •    •   . ]. 
Then CJ*  ±s an open cover for   (0,   1).     But  0# has  no finite 
1              1 
subcover  since   if any interval   (   —■+-?>  ~~T  )   is removed, 
1 
t'ie point    -    is left uncovered.     Thus   (   (0,   1),   T,n     .,) 
is not  compact,   so  the open unit  interval   is not compact 
as  a subset of the reals. 
Theorem $:     (a)      10,   1)   is not compact, 
(b)     (0,   1 ]   is not  compact. 
Proof:     Let   (X,   T;   denote the reals with the  usual 
topology. 
(a)     Consider   (   10,   1),  TrQ     ,,»).     The  interval 
(-h,   k)   is  open in X,   so   {-h, k)   n [0,   1 )   =   [0,   h)   is 
open  in   [0,   1).     Then   [0,   h)   U [( ^-^ ,   ^T   ) I n = 2, 
3» ki   • • •]  is an open cover for [0, 1).  But this open 
cover has no finite subcover since if  [0, h)   is removed, 
the point 0 is left uncovered; and if any interval ( —+~T* 
1 1 
n" _ -] ) is removed, the point - is left uncovered. 
Therefore, ( [0, 1), TrQ  1* ) is not compact, so 
[0, 1) is not compact as a subset of the reals. 
(b)  Consider ( (0, 1], T,Q . ■>).     The interval 
( * I ) ll open in the reals, so ( i , * ) n (0, 1 ] = 
( -j , 1 ] is open in (0, 1 j.  Then ( * , 1 ] U t ( - + ^ , 
■   _ a    )   ,|  n = 3,   I4.,   5»   •   •   . j   is  an open cover  for   (0,   1 J. 
But  this  open cover has no finite  subcover since  if the 
interval   (   -^ ,   1]   is removed,   the point  1   is  left uncovered; 
)   is  removed,   the  point 
n TT n - f and if any  interval 
1 
—    is  left uncovered. 
Therefore,   (   (   0,   1J,   T,„    1 1)   is not compact,   so 
(0,   1 J   is not  compact as   a subset  of  the reals. 
Example 1:     Let  (X,   T)   denote the reals with the usual 
topology. 
(a) (    [0,   1],   Tr0     ,,1)   is  not homeomorphic   to 
(    [0,   1),   T[Qf   1}). 
(b) ( [0, 1], Tr0  -1) is not homeomorphic to 
( (0, 1], T(Q| ,j). 
Proof:  (a)  The interval [0, 1] is compact, while the 
interval [0, 1) is not.  Therefore by Theorem 2, the spaces 
8 
induced by these respective subsets of the reals are not 
homeomorphic. 
(b)  As before, [0, 1] is compact, while (0, 1 J is 
not.  Hence the two spaces induced by these sets are 
not homeomorphic. 
Theorem 6:  The reals with the usual topology are 
not compact. 
Proof:  Let V = j(n - 1, n + 1 ) | n is an integerj . 
Then V is an open cover for the reals.  But V has no finite 
subcover since if any interval (n - 1, n + 1 ) is removed, 
the point n is left uncovered. 
Therefore the reals with the usual topology are not 
c omp ac t. 
Example 2:  [0, 1] and (0, 1), each with the usual 
topology inherited from the reals, are not homeomorphic. 
Proof:  [0, 1 ] is compact, while (0, 1 ) is not. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2, the subspaces induced by these 
sets are not homeomorphic. 
Example 3:  Let (X, 7) denote the reals with the 
usual topology.  Then (X, T) «-" ( (0, 1), T(0> 1)). 
Proof:  Define a mapping f:  (X, T) - (0, 1) by 
f(x) = 
X if x Z 0 
" 2x - 1 
We need to show first that f does indeed map the reals into 
(0, 1 ).  We begin by showing that f, the derivative of 
f, does exist.  Let a e X.  If a \ 0, then 
f.(a) = lim  f(x> - f<a> 
x - a    x - a 
1 a 
= lim 
x ■*  a 
1 + _JE  . 
2 2x + 1  2  2a + 1 
x - a 
lim 
x ■* a 
m 1  
(2x + 1 )(2a + 1 ) 
1 
(2a + 1) 
which is a real number since a ^ 0.  If a Z 0, then 
f,(a, = llM  *(*) - f(*> 
x ■*  a 
=     lim 
x -* a 
=    lim 
x ■* a 
x -   a 
x       - 1  + 2  " 2x  -   1   " 2       2a   -   1 
x  -   a 
1  
(2x  -   1 J(2a  -   1 ) 
1 
(2a  -   1)* 
which  is   a real number   since  a   Z 0.     In   the case where 
a = 0,   we   examine the  limits   as   x approaches   0 from above 
and below. 
f(x) - f(o: 
i + X 1 
2       2x   +   1 2 
lim x 
x  -  0+ 
=     lim 
x -  0 + 
=    lim 
x - 0 + 
=     1 
2x  +   1 
10 
lim 
x •+ 0" 
f(x)   -   f(Q)   _ 
x  -  0 im x ■+ 0" 
=     lim 
1 X 1 
2 2x   - 1 2 
X 
1 
X 
= 1 
o- 2x -   1 
Then 
lim f'(x)   =    lim f»(x) 
x ■* 0T x - 0" 
so the limit  exists   and  thus   the   function is differentiate 
at  0. 
Since  in each  case  the  derivative  exists and is posi- 
tive,   by   [2,   Theorem 6.3,   p.   1293,   f   is   an   increasing 
function.     Also,   since we have  shown that  f is  differenti- 
abls,   we  can conclude  that f is  continuous. 
Now we must   show that  f is bounded below and above by 
0   and  1,   respectively.     Let x   e  X.     If x  ^ 0,   then 
2x  L  2x + 1 
x I 1 
2x   +   1        2 
\* 
I   1 
If x  L 0,   then 
2x  + 1 
2x  ^  2x  -   1 
_*    Z     1 2x  -   1 2 
since  2x  -  1   is negative,   and  thus 
1 x 
2 
. \ 1 - i - 0 
25T-   1^2       2       J 
Then since f is increasing, f maps into (0, 1). 
To show f is one-to-one, we consider two cases: 
11 
1)  Let f(x,) and f(x?) e (0, h)  such that 
C1 "(x.  = f(x2) 
Then 
1    X1   _ 1     x2 
2x^ - 1 2x2- 1 
"2x1X2   +  X1   "   "2X1X2   +  x2 
X1   "  x2 
(2)     Let f(Xl)   and fUJ   e   [?g,   1)   such that 
Then 
r(x^) - f(x2) 
1   + X1 1   +
X2 
i   SSE; +1 - 2+ 2x2 +1 
2X1X2   + X1   =  2x1X2  +  X2 
X1   =  x2 
Therefore  f is  one-to-one. 
Next we must show that f is  onto.     Let y  e   (0,   1). 
We must   show that  there exists  an x   e  X such that f (x)   = y. 
Again  there are   two cases   to consider: 
(1 )     If y   £   (0,   y,   choose  x - y " *     .     Now 0   L y  Z  h, 
so y   - Jg Z 0,   and 2y  ^ 0.     Then x = y»~ a     Z 0,   and 
f(x) » f( y ^ ) = 
~5y~ 
V77 
= 1 -(i-v- _2y_ 
= 1 . ( 7 -.H 2        v 
2y~   /v   2y   -  1   -  2y 
) -1 
= y 
12 
[2)  If y e [h,   1), choo se x y - s 
2  -  2y  ' 
ij 6 y L  1, so 2 - 2y \ 0 and y - !g \ 0.  Thus \  ~ j  \ 0, 
Now 
_L_LJ_ 
2 - 2y 
and 
y - h 
2 - 2y fU) = f( H^r ' " "S^ITT 
2 - 2y 
-!♦< - ^  )(   2 - 2y ^2y M 2y-1+2-2y ; 
■1*7-1 
- y 
Thus in either case we can find some x e X such that 
f(x) = y, and it follows that f is onto. 
We next examine f 
.-1 . 
0, 1 ) -*  (X, T), defined by 
, ST1-   if y e (0' w f n (y) = J       2y 
- % if y e [%, 1 ) 
- 2y 
First  we   show  that  f~     is  differentiable.      Let  a   e    (0,   %). 
Then 
(f"1)'(a)   =    lim 
y •* a 
f~1(y)   -  f"1(a] 
y - a 
y - a 
=   lim   -3E 
y ■* a 
-   *S 
2a 
-     lim 
y ■+ a" 
y  - a 
(V  -  h)a  -   (a  -  *s)y 
2 ay  
y - a 
=    lim 
y -    a 
1 
1 
ij-ay 
w 
which  is   a positive real number. 
13 
If   a   e   (3g,   1 ),   then 
-1 y  -  ^E a   -  ^2 
(f     )*   (a)   =    ltm       2   -  2y   ~   2   -  2a 
'      - y - a 
=   lim {.My - »> r-)(—1-) 
y + a   I*   " y)d   -  a)   
,vy  -  &' 
=    lim       1  
y  -  a     2(1    -   y)(1    -   a) 
1 
 2~ 
2(1   -  ap 
which is   a positive real number  since   a ? 1. 
For the  case where  a = 3-g,   we  look at  the  limits   as y 
y  - JS 
approaches % from above and below. 
--1 ,    v „-1 
lim 
^ 
X>   ~J     flfl   =  lim   +^J* y   -  -a i +       __ 
-   0 
y ■* % 
=    lim 
y 
=  1 
y - h 
y - h 
r ■+ fe J y - ^        J 
=     lim 
y 
= 1 
i 
*--* 
Then 
lim   g^^lai * u,   
r'M7:CM 
7 ■* h+ y " * y - k" y 
and therefore   f"     is  differentiable  at *§. 
Now since  f      has  been shown to be differentiable,   we 
-1 may conclude  that  f"     is continuous. 
11*. 
We have now shown that f: (X, T) - (0, 1) is contin- 
uous, one-to-one, and onto, and that f"1 is continuous. 
Hence f is a homeomorphism, and (X, T) <^> ( (0 1 )  T 
Example Ij.;  Let (X, T) denote the reals with the usual 
topology.  Then (X, T) is not homeomorphic to ( [0, 1J, 
T[0, I]*' 
Proof:  Suppose (X, T) to ( [0, 1J, T 
[0, 1]'* Then 
since (X, T) ^> ( (0, 1), T(Q> 1}) by Example 3,  and 
homeomorphism is an equivalence relation, we have ([0, 1 j, 
T10, 1]J "° ((0' 1}' T(o  1))#  but this contradicts 
Example 2.  Hence (X, T) cannot be homeomorphic to ([0, 1j, 
T[0, 1j}' 
Theorem 7: Let (X, T) denote the reals with the usual 
topology. For every a, b e X such that a Z b, we have 
(1) (a,   b) </•   (0,   1) 
(2) [a,   bj </>   [0,   1 J 
(3) (a,   b] uo   (0,   1 j 
ik) [a,   b) <s>   [0,   1 J 
where each interval has the usual topology inherited from 
the reals. 
Proof:  (1)  Define f:  (a, b) ■* (0, 1)   by 
f(x) = g " a for each x t   (a, b). 
D ■■ 3, 
We first observe that f does map into (0, 1).  Let x e 
(a, b).  Then a Z x Z b, soOZx-aZb-a, and thus 
0  Z g  "  a   Z  1   since  b   -  a   X 0.     Then  for each x  e   (a,   b), 
b   -   a 
15 
6   (0,   1),   which  implies   that f maps   into   (0,   1). 
x   -   a 
b   -   a 
Clearly,   f is  well-defined since   any value   for x can yield 
exactly one value for x ~  a = fix) b   -   a x   ' 
We now show  that f is   one-to-one.     Let  f(x )   and 
f(x2)    e   (0,   1)   such  that  f(x,,)   =  f(x2),    that  is 
x1   -   a       x2  -   a 
b -  a b  -  a 
x1   "  a   ~ x    -  a 
x1 = x2 
Therefore f is one-to-one. 
We now prove that f is onto.  Let y e (0, 1).  We must 
show that there exists x e (a, b) such that f(x) ■ y. 
Consider x = a + y(b - a).  We first show that this 
x is contained in (a, b).  Since y X 0 and b - a X 0, it 
follows that a + y(b - a) A a.  Also, since y L  1, then 
a + y(b - a; Z a + (b - a) = b.  Then x = a + y(b - a) e 
(a, b). 
We now show that f(x) ■ y. 
ffxl - x - a = a + y(b - aj - a 1(X> b - a      b - a 
= y(b - a) 
b - a 
= y 
Therefore f is  onto. 
We need  to show now that  f is   continuous.     Let   e  \  0 
and x  e   (a,   b).     Let   K = e(b -   a)   and y   e   (a,   b). Then 
16 
|x - y| Z X implies that 
D — a. b - a 
x - 1 
b - a 
- |x - y 
I  X( 1 
b - a 
- e(b - a)( 
= e 
b - a 
) 
1 
(since b-a ^ 0) 
b - a' 
Thus f is continuous. 
We now must show that f"1 is continuous.  The function 
,-1 
is  defined by 
,-1 
f     (y)   = a + y(b  -  a)       for each y   e   (0,   1) 
Let   e   \   0,   y   e    (0,   1 ),   X  = -g-1—  ,   and  j^    t   (0,   1 ) .      Then 
|y   - y, I   Z  X    implies   that 
|f(y)   - t{j^)\   =   |a + y(b  -   a)   -  a - y   (b   -  a) 
=   |b   -  a|   |y  - y.I 
L   |b   - a|(X) 
=  (b   - a)( b-a •) since  b-a  \  0 
■  e 
,-1 Therefore f       is continuous,   and it   follows   that f  is  a 
homeomorphism,   that  is,   (0,   1)   «"">   (a,   b). 
It  follows   readily that   (2),    (3),   and   (ij.)   are  true, 
using the same mapping f extended to   include   endpoint3 of 
(a,   b)   and   (C,   1)  where necessary. 
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Corollary  1:     Let   (X,   T)   denote   the reals with   the 
usual   topology. 
(a) (X,   T)   is homeomorphic   to   the subspace induced 
by any open interval   (a,   b),   where  a,   b  e X. 
(b) (X,   T)   is not homeomorphic   to  any  subspace 
induced by a closed interval   [a,   b],   where  a,   b  e  X. 
Proof:     Let   (X,   T)   denote the reals with the usual 
topology,   and let  a,   b   e  X such that   a L b. 
(a) (X,   T)   c^   ((0,   1),   T(0     j.)   by Example  3,   and 
by Theorem 7   ((0,   1),   T(0^   ^)   ^   ((a,   b),   T(&>   b)). 
Therefore,   since  t^  is  an equivalence   relation,   we have 
(X,   T)   f   ((a,   b),   1.       b-)    by the  transitive property. 
(b) Suppose  that   (X,   T)   tf>   ([a,   b],   I,       fej).     By 
Theorem 7  we know   [a,   b]   «-"   [0,   1 ],   and we  showed in 
Theorem  3   that   [0,    1]   is   compact,    so  we  may  conclude   that 
[a,   b]   is   compact   also.     Then X must be compact.     But 
this   contradicts   Theorem 6.     Therefore   (X,   T)   cannot 
be homeomorphic   to  any subspace  induced by  a closed inter- 
val   [a,   b]. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONNECTEDNESS 
Definition 5;  A topological space (X, T) is said 
to be connected provided X is not the union of two non- 
empty disjoint open subsets of X. 
Definition 6:  Let (X, T) be a topological space. 
A subset A of X is connected provided (A, T ) is 
A 
connected. 
Theorem 8:     The continuous  image  of   a connected set 
is   connected. 
Proof:     Let   (X,   S)   and   (Y,   T)   be  topological  spaces 
and f:      (X,   S)   ■+   (Y,   T)  be   a continuous   function.     Let 
X be  connected,   and suppose  f(X)   is not  connected.     Then 
f (X)   ■ U  U V,   where U and V  e   T,   neither U nor V is   the 
empty set,   and U   D V =  <t>. 
— 1 — 1 
Since f  is  continuous,   f   '(U)   and f"   (V)   are open in 
X;   furthermore,   f"1 (IT)   U f"1 (V)   = X since  U  U V = f(X). 
Clearly,   f"1 (U)   D f"1 (V)   ■ <P,   for  if x  e   f"1 (U)   fl f"1 (V), 
then  it would  follow that  f (x)   e U   n V = <f>,   which cannot 
happen.     Thus  we have   shown that X is   the   union of   two 
disjoint non-empty open   (in X)   sets,   which implies   that X 
is  not connected.     But  this  contradicts   the hypothesis  of 
the  theorem.     Hence  f(X)   is connected. 
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Corollary  2:      Connectedness   is   a  topological   property. 
Proof:     Let f:      (X,   S)   -   (Y,   T)   be  a homeomorphism. 
Then  f(X)   = Y,   f"1 (Y)   -  X,   and  both  f  and  f'1   are   contin- 
uous.      It  follows  by  Theorem  8   that   if   (X,   S)   is   connected, 
then   (Y,   T)   is   connected;   and  if   (Y,   T)   is   connected,   then 
(X,   S)   is   connected.     Thus  connectedness   is   a topological 
property. 
Theorem 9:     The  reals with  the usual   topology are 
connected. 
Proof:     Let   (X,   T)   denote  the  reals with the usual 
topology.      Suppose   that  X  is   not  connected.      Then  X =  A   U B 
where  A and B are  disjoint non-empty open  (in X)   sets. 
Let   a   e   A  and b   e   B.     Now  A   D B  =  <t>,   so   a /  b;   then either 
u   Z   b,   or  b  Z   a.      Without   loss  of  generality,   we  may  assume 
a   L  b. 
Let  C   = A  n  [a,   bj,   and let  c  = lub C.     Obviously,   for 
any  element x   e  C,   it must be   true   that  a £  x Z b.     Then 
b   is   an upper  bound   for  C,   so   that  lub   C   ':   c   L b. 
Now c   is   a real number,   so  either c   e   A or c   e B. 
First   suppose   c   e   A.     Since   A  is   open,   there   exists   a  real 
number   \  \ 0 such that   (c   -   X,   c   +   X)   c  A.     Then 
[c   -  |  ,   c   + |]   c   (c   -   X,    c   +   X)   c  A 
and   thus   c   - -^     e   A.      We  now  show that  c   + ^     e   ia,   bj. 
We must prove   that   (1)   a   Z c   + | ,   and that   (2)   c   + £ & b- 
(1)      Since   a   Z   c,   it   follows  clearly  that   a   Z  c    ■   ^   ' 
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(2)  Suppose c + j     A b.  Then b e [c, c + *) c A, 
that is, b e A.  But b cannot be an element of A since 
b   e  B and A n B = 
X 
Hence   c   •»• *  I  b. 
X 
Then c   + ^    is  an  element  of both A and   [a,   bj   ,   so 
c+^eAn[a,   b]   =  C.      But   then  c   + j  is   an  element   of 
C which is   greater then  the  least upper bound of C,   and 
therefore  the  assumption  that c   e   A   is  false. 
It follows   that  c   e   B.     Now B is open,   so there  is 
a  real  number   e   \  0   such   that   (c   -   e,   c   +   e)   c   B.      Then 
[c   - 9;  ,   c   + ^J   c   (c   -   e,    c   +   e)   c  B 
so c   - ^    is in B.     Then c   - ^    i3 not  an element  of A, 
and hence  not an element  of  C.     But  c   - 3    is   an element 
of B and  thus is   an upper bound for  G which is  less   than 
the  least  upper  bound  for  C.      Since   this   cannot happen, 
the   assumption  that   c   e   B  is   false. 
Then c   is  a real  number which  is contained in neither 
A nor  B,   contradicting our assumption that A U B = X,   and 
therefore   implying  that  X  is   connected. 
Theorem 10:     The  rationals with the  usual  subspace 
topology are not  connected. 
Proof:     Let X denote   the reals   and   (Q,   T)   the rationals 
with  the usual  induced topology.     Let x   e X and  consider 
{ x|   x  L \/2~\    OQ    and   j x|   x i v^]    n Q.     Each of these 
two   sets  is  open in Q and each is  non-empty.     Also, 
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( {xj x i v^j n Q)  n ( jx|x L V2 j   n Q) 
■ ( }x\ x I V5J   n[x|x\ V2}) 
= *    n Q 
= * 
and 
(   jx|   x  \  \fZ j fl Q)   U  ( [x|  x  L     V?}  n Q) 
=   (   [x|   x   X     V?]   U   [x|   x   Z  '/2"} )    n  Q 
= (x - fV2 J )  n Q 
= Q 
Then   Q is   the  union  of   two non-empty  disjoint  open 
sots,   and thus   Q is not connected. 
Example 5>:     The reals  with the usual   topology are 
not homeomorphic   to the rationals with the usual   induced 
topology. 
Proof:     Let   (X,   T)   denote  the   reals with  the  usual 
topology and let Q denote   the rationals.     Suppose   that 
(X,   T)   00   (Q,   T   ).     Then  since   (X,   T)   is   connected  and 
connectedness   is   a   topological   property,   we  may  conclude 
that   (Q,   T_)   is   connected.      But   this   contradicts     Theorem 
10;   therefore our original   assumption was  false.     Hence 
the reals   and the rationals   are not  homeomorphic. 
Theorem  11:      Any  interval   is  connected. 
Proof:     Let X be  an interval,   and  suppose  that X is 
not  connected.     Then  X  =  A  U  B,   where   A  and  B are   open  in 
X,   neither   A nor  3  is   the   empty  set,   and  A  n B  =   *   . 
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Let  a e   A,   and b   e  B.     We know a ^ b since   A and B 
are   disjoint,   so  either  a   Z   b   or b   Z   a.     Without   loss  of 
generality we may assume   that  a Z b. 
Let  V = |x   e   [a,   bj |   [a,   x)   c A ] ,   and let v  ■ lub V. 
Now v  =  a would  imply   that v  is   the largest  element of A, 
and A has no largest element  since  A is   open.     Then 
a   Z  v Z b.     We know v   e ~KZ ,   the closure  of A in X,   and 
A   is   the   complement   in  X of   B.      But  B   is   open,   so   A  is 
closed.     Thus   A - A~ ,   and v  e   A. 
A 
Now  A  is   also  open,   so   there   exists   a  real   number 
\   \   0   such  that   (v  -   X,   v   +   X)   c  A.     Then   [a,   v   +   X)   c   A, 
and  hence  v  +   X        e   V.      But   then  v   +   X     is   an  element  of 
V which is greater then ths  least  upp^r bound for V, 
which   is   a contradiction.      Then  our  assumption  that  X  is 
not  connected was  incorrect,   and  it follows that   any 
interval   is  connected. 
Example  6:     Removing an  interior point  from one of 
two bomeomorphic   intervals,   as   illustrated in Figure  1 
below,   destroys   the homeonorphism. 
b 
-3 
d 
Figure   1 
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Proof:     We may assume without loss  of generality that 
the   intervals  under consideration are  closed intervals;   the 
proof given is valid for both open and half-open  intervals. 
Since   [a,   b]   is  an interval,   it  is  connected by Theorem 
11.     But     ^[c,   dj   - {p]j   is   not connected since 
[[c,   d]   - fp}]=   fc,   p)   u  (p,   dj 
where  both   [c,   p)   and   (p,   d]   are  open in the  subspace 
[c,   dj   of  the  reals;     each of  the   sets   [c,   p)   and   (p,   d] 
is  non-empty,   and   [c,   p)   n  (p,   d]   = 0   . 
Then since [a, b] is connected and [c, dj - J pj is 
not, it follows that the two spaces induced by these sets 
are not homeomorphic. 
CHAPTER IV 
POINTS OP SEPARATION 
2k 
Definition 7: Let X be a connected set with topo- 
logy T, and let p e X. Then p is a point of separation 
of X if X   - |p|   is not  connected. 
Theorem 12:     The property  of having a point of 
separation   is   a  topological  property. 
Proof:     Let  X and Y be   connected  sets  with   topologies 
S  and  T,   respectively,   and let  f:      (X,   S)   -   (Y,   T)     bo  a 
home omorphi sin.      Let p  be   a point of   separation   for  X. 
Then X  -   [p]   is  not connected.     Now f(X  -  \p} )   = f(X)   - 
£(p)} =  Y   - jf(pj).      Suppose   that  Y  - jf(pj| is   connected. 
Than  since   f-1   is   continuous,   f"   (Y -ff(pjj)  must be  con- 
nected  by  Theorem  8.     But   f "1 (Y  - ff (p j)   -  X   - f p],   which 
is not   connected.     Therefore  our supposition that Y  -jf(p)J 
is connected was   false,   so f(p)   is  a point   of separation 
of Y.     Thus if X has   a point of separation,   then Y has  a 
point  of   separation. 
The  proof   that   if  Y has   a  point   of  separation,    than 
X has   a point of  separation is   entirely analogous.     It 
follows   that the property of having  a point  of separation 
is a   topological  property. 
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Definition  6:      Let   (X,   T)   be   a  topological   space 
and  let   A  and   B  be  non-empty  subsets  of  X.      Then  A  and 
B  are   said  to  be  mutually   separated  provided  that 
A   n  B^ =   «  and   AT   fi B  =   <t>   . 
Theorem 13:     Let   (X,   T)   be   a topological  space. 
Then  X  is   connected  if  and  only   if X  is  not   the  union 
of two mutually  separated  sets. 
Proof:     Let   (X,   T)   be a topological   space     such 
that  X  is   connected.      Suppose  X  =  A   U B,   where   A  and  B 
are mutually separated.     Then ~KZ D B =  <i> and A   0 B„ - ?   . 
Since   A c E    and B  c BTT ,   it   follows   that  A n B =   4>  . 
3y definition,   neither A nor B  is the   empty set.     We now 
shov;  that  A and B are  open in X. 
First  suppose that  A  is   not  closed.     Then there is 
an element x   e  7LT    such that x  is not an element of A. X 
Now  since x is  not an element  of A,   it must be   true  that 
x   e 
E  n  B=   *   .     Hence,   A   is   closed,   and it   follows   that   B 
is  open since  B  is  the   complement  in X of   A. 
Similarly,   A is   open.     Then X is   the union of two 
disjoint  non-empty open sets,   and hence   is not   connected. 
But this   contradicts  the hypothesis   that X is  connected, 
so  it  cannot be   true   that X  is   the union of two mutually 
separated  sets. 
S;   so  x   e   AY   n B.      But  this   cannot happen  since 
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Now we must show that if X is not the union of two 
mutually separated sets, then X is connected.  Assume 
thnt X is not the union of two mutually separated sets, 
and suppose X is not connected.  Then X = A U B, where 
A and B are open in X, neither A nor B is the empty set, 
and A and B are disjoint.  Since A is open in X and B is 
the complement of A in X, B must be closed in X.  Then 
B = B, Similarly,   A = AY  ,   and since   A  fi B = we 
can  conclude  that   A  fl B„      :   <f>     and  Av   n  B  =   <i>   .      Thu3 
A and B are mutually separated.     But  this  contradicts  the 
hypothesis   that X is not the union of  two mutually sep- 
arated  sets.     Then  the   supposition that  X  is   not   connected 
was  false.     Hence   if X is  not  the union of two mutually 
separated sets,   then X is  connected. 
Lemma  1:     Let   (X,   T)   be   a topological space,   and let 
A  and  B be   two mutually  separated  sets   in  X.      Suppose 
C   c  A  U  B     such  that  C   is   connected.      Then   either  C   c  A 
or  C   c  B. 
Proof:     Suppose   that  both  C   n A t-   <i>  and  C   Q  B P   </> 
are   true.     Since A  and B are mutually separated,   we know 
that A n ^ ^  ,   Ajj n B ^  * ,   and both A and B   arc non- 
empty.     Now 
(c A A)X   (i (c n B) c BJ n ^ n o n B 
»Cnc n (1^ n B) 
= c n <t> ■ * 
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Then   (C   n XJ1    n   (C   n B)   =  tf.     Similarly,    (C   n A)   fi 
(C   n B)x     c <j>  ,   so   (C   n A)   n   (C   n B)„  = <t>   ,   so we  have 
shown that C  fl A and COB are mutually separated in  X. 
so Now   (C   n A)c     c   (C   n  A)x     and   (C   n  B)c     c   (C   0  B)x   , 
C   n A and COB are mutually separated in  C.     But  C  c 
(A   U B),   so   (C   fl A)   U   (C   n B)   =  C   n   (A  U  B) 
=  C 
so  C  is   the union of  two mutually separated  sets   in C. 
But  C  is  connected,   so we have  contradicted Theorem  13. 
Therefore   it must be true that either C  n A =  * or 
C   n B =   <t>,   that is,   either C   c B or  C  c A. 
Lemma 2:     The  union of  two connected  sets having at 
least one point in common is  connected. 
Proof:     Let   (Z,   T)   be  a topological space  and X and Y 
connected subsets  of   Z such that X and Y are  not   disjoint. 
Suppose   that X   U Y  is  not   connected.      Then X   U Y  -  A   U  B, 
where  A and B are   are mutually separated in Z. 
Since X is  connected,   either X c A or X  c B,   by Lemma 
1.      Without  loss   of  generality,   we  may  assume   X   c   A.      Sim- 
ilarly,   Y   is  connected,   so  either  Y   c  A  or Y  c   B.   Suppose 
Y c B.     Then since  A fl B =  *,   it follows   that  A  n Y =  *,   so 
X   n Y =  *   .     But this   is   a contradiction to  the hypothesis, 
which  states   that  X  and Y  are not   disjoint.      Then  Y  is   not 
a   subset  of  B,      so  Y must  be   a  subset  of  A.     Hence  X   U Y  c 
A, and  thus   B -  +.      But  by  definition,   B cannot  be   the 
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empty set, so we have reached a contradiction.  Then our 
assumption that X U Y = A U B, where A and B are mutually 
separated, was incorrect.  Hence X U Y is connected. 
Theorem Ik:  The plane has no point of separation. 
Proof:  Let E represent the plane.  We must show that 
for any p e E, E - jpj is connected. 
Suppose E - jpj is not connected.  Then E - fp] = 
A U B, where A and B are mutually separated.  Let x e A. 
Clearly, x i-  p since A c E - (pi .  Let y e E - fp] , 
and let k denote the line segment from x to y.  Choose 
any point z not on k; let m denote the line segment from 
z to x and n the line segment from z to y, as illustrated 
in Figure 2 below. 
Figure 2 
It is geometrically clear that p can belong to at most 
one of the sets k and m U n.  If P e k, then m U n is a 
connected set containing x and y since each of m and n is 
connected  (Lemma 2).  From  Lemma 1 and the fact that x e 
A, it follows that m U n  c A.  Since y e m U n, we have 
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shown that  for any element y e  E -  fp],   y e   A.     Hence 
E -   (p)   c A,   which implies   that B =   «.     But by definition 
of mutually separated,   B ^  #. 
If p   e  m  U n,    then  k   is   a  connected   set  containing x 
and y,   and as before we  are lod to the conclusion that 
E  -   [p]   c   A,   implying  that  B =   4,,   which   cannot  happen. 
If p is contained in neither k nor m U n, then both 
sets are connected sets containing x and y, and we again 
conclude   that  E  - £p^   c A and hence  B = <t>. 
In either case,   the   assumption that  E - fp}  is not 
connected  leads  us   to   a  contradiction.     Therefore     E   - [p~] 
is   connected,   and thus  the plane has   no point of separation. 
Example  7:     The plane  and the  reals,   each with its 
usual   topology,   are  not  homeomorphic. 
Proof:     Let X represent the reals   and E the plane. 
Choose  any point p   e  X.     Then [x|   x / pj   fl [x|   x ^ p ] -  ■/>, 
each  set   is  non-empty  and  open  in  X,   and   [x|   x  /  p]   U 
fx|   x  i  p]    =  X  -   (p)•     Thus   X   -   £p]    is  not  connected,   so 
p  is   a point of   separation for   the reals.      Vc have   just 
seen  that   the plane  has  no point of separation,   however, 
so by Theorem 12 the reals  and the plane cannot be homeo- 
morphic. 
Example 8: The sets A and B, as illustrated in Figure 
3, each having the usual topology inherited from the plane, 
are not homeomorphic. 
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Figure 3 
Proof:  It is evident from the figure that the set 
A has no point of separation, since if any point q is 
removed, A - [q] is still connected.  But if any point 
p is removed from B, then B - fp] is not connected, and 
hence p is a point of separation of B.  Therefore, by 
Theorem 12, A and B are not homeomorphlc. 
Example 9:  The sets A and B, as illustrated in 
Figure J+, each with the usual topology inherited from the 
plane, are not homeomorphlc. 
Figure l± 
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Proof:  As in the previous example, the set A has no 
point of separation.  But if the point p is removed from 
B, then B - £p] is not connected, implying that p is a 
point of separation of B.  Then by Theorem 12, A and B are 
not homeomorphic. 
Example 10:  The sets A and B, as illustrated in 
Figure 5» each having the usual topology inherited from the 
plane, are not homeomorphic. 
Pi gur«  5 
Proof:     As before,   the   set A has  no po^nt of  separa- 
tion.     However,   it  the  point  p   is   removed  from B,   then 
B  -   [p]   is  not connected,   and thus  p   is  a point of  separa- 
tion  for  B.      Then  by  Theorem  12,   the   sets   A  and B  cannot 
b e  home omo rphi c. 
Example   11 :      The   sets   X  and Y,   as   illustrated  in 
Figure 6,   each having the usual   topology inherited from 
the plane,   are not homeomorphic. 
T     r 
y 
Figure  6 
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Proof:  The set X has no point of separation, since 
if any point q is removed, then X - fq] is still connected. 
But p is a point of separation for Y since Y - fpfis 
clearly disconnected.  It follows by Theorem 12 that X and 
Y are not homeomorphic. 
Example 1 2:  Let C be the set consisting of two circles 
which are tangent to each other, and let D be the set con- 
sisting of two circles which intersect at exactly two 
points, as illustrated in Figure 7.  Then G and D are not 
homeomorphic. 
00    CD 
Figure 7 
Proof:  In set C, the point p at which the circles are 
tangent is clearly a point of separation of C.  But in set 
D, we may remove a point of intersecbion or any other point 
of either circle and D remains a connected set.  Therefore, 
by Theorem 12, C and D are not homeomorphic. 
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CHAPTER  V 
COMPONENTS 
Definition   9:      A  component   is   a  maximal   connected   set. 
Theorem  1g:      Let  f:      (X,   S)   ■•   (Y,   T)   be   a  homeomor- 
phism  and  let  p   e   X.     Let   C-"-  denote  the   collection  of 
components of X   - fp],   and D-"- the   collection  of  components 
of  Y  -   ff (p)] .      Then  there   is   a   one-to-one   correspondence 
between C-"- and D*. 
Proof:     We   first  show  th-it   the  image under  f  of each 
element of C# is   contained in exactly one   element  of D*. 
Consider  C   e   0*,   and suppose   there are  two distinct  elements 
D     and  D     e   D*  such   that   f(C)   c  DU D     .     Now  f(C)   is   con- 
n m n m 
nected since  f is   continuous,   but  Dn  U Dm is not connected 
since  each of D    and D     is a maximal  connected set.   Then 
n m 
either  f(C)   C   Dn  or   f(C)    c   Dm   .     Thus   f(C)   is   contained 
in   exactly  one   element   of  D#. 
Now  dsfine   a mapping   X  such  that   X  associated   each  C   6 
C»  to the   element D e D» such  f(C)   c D.     We  wish to  show 
that   X   is   one-to-one.     We  have   just  seen  that   X  associates 
each element of  0* to exactly one   element  of D»,   so   it 
remains to show  that   X associates   each element of D* to 
exactly one  element  of C-::-. 
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Suppose X associates seme element D, of D-"- to more 
than one element of C-::-.  Then since f is a homeomorphism, 
f is onto; so for each element d of D , f~1(d) e X and 
thus in component Cd of X - [p],  (We know that f"
1(d) 
is not p since d e Y - (f(p)}.)  Therefore, f"1 (D, ) = 
C.    U  C.   U C,    U   .    .    . 
1 J K 
,-1 
Now  f     (D.  )   is   connected  since 
1C 
f        is   continuous,   so  C.    U  C.   U (J,    U  .   .    .      is   connected. 
i j k 
But  this   cannot happen since   each element of C-::- is  maxi- 
mal,   and  thus   the union of   any two   elements   cannot be 
connected.     Therefore,   our   assumption that  X associates 
D,    to more  than one  element  of C-"- was  false.     Hence 
A:     C* ■* D-"- is  one-to-one,   so between the   components  of 
X -   (p)   and Y -   ff(p)J   there   is a one-to-one  corresponcence. 
Example   13:     The  sets   A and B,   as   illustrated in 
Figure  8,   each with  the usual   topology inherited from the 
plane,   are not homeomorphic. 
a 
r 
ft 
ftp) 
B 
Figure  8 
Proof:  Suppose f:  A - B is a homeomorphism, and con- 
sider the point p e A.  The set A - fp] has three components, 
as numbered in the figure,while B - jf(p)} has at most two. 
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(In the   case where f(p)   is  an endpoint of 3,   B -   ff(p)} 
has  only one   component.)     But by Theorem 15.   there must 
be  a one-to-one  correspondence between the components  of 
A   -   fp}   and B -   (f (p)] .     Thus  our assumption that  f  is 
a homeomorphism was   false,   and hence A is  not  homeomorphic 
to   B. 
Example  11;:      (a)      [0,   1 )   is not homeomorphic   to   (0,   1 ) 
(b)      (0,   1J   is   not  homeomorphic   to   (0,   1) 
Proof:      (a)   Suppose  f:      [0,   1)   -   (0,   1)   is  a homeo- 
morphism.        Then  f(0)   e   (0,    1).     Now   [0,   1)   -   fo]  has   one 
component,   namely   (0,   1).     But   (0,   1)   -(f(0)}    has  two: 
(0,   f(0))   and   (f(0),    1).      But  by  theorem  15,    [0,   1)   -fo] 
and   (0,   1)-   [f (0)} must have   the same number of  components. 
Thus   the   assumption   that   f   is  a  homeomorphism  leads   to   a 
contradiction,   so   [0,   1)   Is  not homeomorphic   to   (0,   1). 
(b)     Suppose h:      (0,   1 J   ■*   (0,   1 )   is   a homeomorphism. 
Then h(1)   e   (0,   1).     But as   in part   (a),   (0,   1 I   - flj   has 
one  component,   while   (0,   1)   -   fh(1$has   two.     Then   (0,   1] 
and   (0,    1)   are  not homeomorphic. 
Example  15:     The  reals   are not homeomorphic   to the 
non-negative reals. 
Proof:     Suppose   there   is  a homeomorphism f:      [0, °°) 
(_OO,OQ).     Then  consider  the  point 0.     The set   [0, °"»)   -  (Of 
has  one   component,   namely   (0, *>),   while   (-<*>,   f{0))   and 
(f(0), ©o)   are two  components   of   <r°°, °°) •     But bY Theorem 15, 
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the  two   sets must have  the same number of components   since 
f is   a homeomorphism.     Then  the supposition that f   is  a 
homeomorphism is false,   and the reals are not homeomorphic 
to the non-negative  reals. 
Example 16:     A set whose  points form two intersecting 
lines   is not homeomorphic  to   a set whose    points    form 
two   (Euclidean)  parallel lines. 
Proof:     Let   A denote  the  set whos9 points  form two 
intersecting lines  and B the  set whose points   form two 
parallel  lines,   as   illustrated  in Figure  9. 
ftp) 
I 3- 
3 
Figure  9 
Suppose there is a homeomorphism f:  A ■+ B .  Let p 
denote the point of intersection of the two lines in A. 
Then A - fp] has four components, as numbered, while B 
(f(p)} has  three.  But by Theorem 15, A - fp] and 3 - 
(f(p)]must have the same number of components since f is 
a homeomorphism.  Thus the assumption that f is a homeo- 
morphism is false, and A and B are not homeomorphic. 
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SUMMARY 
In  conclusion,   it must be  said that there  remain 
other important properties which should be  considered in 
a complete   investigation of  topological   spaces,   among 
these being local connectedness and local   compactness. 
However,   the four properties  presented here are sufficient 
for making decisions   about the   topological  equivalence of 
the.  spaces  which are most frequently  encountered in a 
study of  topology.     Among the most useful  conclusions are 
the following: 
that   the reals   are homeomorphic   to  the  open 
unit   interval, 
that  the reals   are not homeomorphic   to  the 
closed unit interval nor   to  the  rationals, 
that   any two   open  intervals   are homeomorphic, 
that any two closed  intervals are homeomorphic, 
that no two  of  the   following are homeomorphic: 
an open interval,   a closed interval,   a half-open 
interval,   and 
that  the reals  are  not homeomorphic   to the plane. 
Many additional   conclusions may be obtained by com- 
bining  these results   and  the  others   appearing in this  paper. 
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